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The Browns traded away the top-ranked pass catcher from last year, and
in return Cleveland management essentially gave the green light to Baker

Mayfield to run whatever plays he wants on the league's fourth-worst
defense. Baker promptly took Cleveland on a fantasy-worthy journey
through a decade of pass-first, spread offense run-mangling. Upon

landing in Hollywood, Baker called for a play-action pass on nearly 10
percent of his passing plays, putting him at the very top of the NFL.

Baker's run-pass ratio was positive in half of Cleveland's games, and his
average pass play was much longer than the average. While his QB

Rating dipped slightly (below 100 in four of his last six games), his MVP-
caliber play was able to keep the story completely away from his
disastrous pass protection. Baker's heavy-handed draw of Antonio

Callaway cost him a chance to win the MVP in 2018, but if you look at the
measure of quantity over quality, Baker was very good. Combine the

league's third-best rushing attack with the best stat line among
quarterbacks in 2018, and you're left with a fantasy-friendly, QB1-caliber
product. Wide Receiver: There is a new kid on the Atlanta offense block
and boy, is he one of my favorite players to draft this year. Since they
went into the season with no established veteran WR1, Julio Jones and

Calvin Ridley took on much of the blame for the offense's recent lack of
productivity. But both have been productive in their short time with the

Falcons. Even though Ridley is still finding himself as a rookie, the Falcons
prefer to play matchups, and it wouldn't be shocking if the Falcons turn to
the rookie more frequently in 2019. It's not what rookie WRs do that gets
them fantasy production, but the amount of attention the veteran gets in

order to spring their rookie. In any case, Atlanta is throwing the ball as
much as they have the past several seasons, and both Jones and Ridley

will see the bulk of the targets this season.
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